Instead of the old way, waiting till product turned up onsite to start measuring, marking and cutting of bearers & joists. Spantec Smartbearers are printed with joist and bracket details as well as pre-punched bracket location holes ready for assembly.

Spantec’s done the hard work for you!

This massive step forward in speeding up construction and saving you costs is due to Spantec’s CAD technology and automated manufacturing.

Your floor is designed to your requirements and delivered as a complete kit including:

- Pre-punched & printed perimeter bearers
- Bearers & joists marked to match drawings
- Bearers & joists cut to length
- Detailed working drawings
- Brackets
- Screws
- Ezi-brace
- Ezi-pier adjustable piers

The Quickest & Easiest Flooring System You’ll Ever Build!

BECAUSE WE’VE DONE THE THINKING FOR YOU!
Advantages
• Non-combustible
• Straight and true
• Termite proof
• No wastage
• Cost effective
• Won’t rot, twist or shrink
• Simple and quick to install
• Galvanised coating inside and out

Applications
• Sloping sites  |  Bushfire areas  |  Flood zones
• Any elevated home
• Kit homes
• Granny flats
• Decks

About Spantec
Spantec pioneered steel flooring systems more than two decades ago. With continuous product and software development they are still the market leading designer and supplier of steel flooring systems today. With it’s centrally located automated manufacturing facility, Spantec is ideally positioned to deliver cost effective floor systems throughout the eastern seaboard.